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1 Introduction
This document is a step-by-step guide to the standard job pipeline for handling DNA requests and
data using the DNA Module in ILR2. It is intended as a basic instructional manual for use by beef
breed society/association data processors. Some functions have been modified at the request of
societies/associations, so some details may be different.
This document is structured to follow the basic DNA job pipeline, as depicted in the flow chart below.

Create a Lab
Request (ILR2)

Send the Lab
Request to the
Laboratory (ILR2)

* Lab Processing *

Load DNA Results
(ILR2)

Viewing Requests
and Results (ILR2)

Report Results to
Members (ILR2)
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2 Create a DNA Lab Request Worksheet
Create a lab request via the worksheet for a member and add animals and include the DNA test
requests for those animals. It is best practice to use one worksheet per member. A lab batch number
will be allocated on update. It is made up of the year, month, and a sequence up to 999. For
example, the first lab request created in June 2021 will be assigned a number 2106001. You can edit
this worksheet to add/delete or change rows as many times as necessary.
Alternatively, the Lab Request Worksheet can be built using a CSV file in the 780 Import Format.

2.1 Manually Create a Lab Request
1. ILR2 > DNA > Lab Request Worksheet

2. Click the Add button on the top right of the screen. The Defaults tab will display.
3. Enter in the Processing ID. This is an optional field but is usually the member requesting the
DNA tests.
4. Fill in your Laboratory ID. See Appendix to find a list of Laboratories known to ILR2.
5. The Batch Status will default to Ready until you send it to the lab.
6. The Batch Type is used to group all one type of requests into one batch. E.g. if a breeder
sends in 20 PV requests (the animals have already been typed they just now need to be
PV’d). You can enter them in all one batch and flag it as Parent Verifies Only. This will change
the file name sent to the laboratory indicating its pvonly so the lab knows they need to
action and not wait for samples to arrive.
7. Set up any defaults for quicker entry.
8. Click on the Animal List tab to start entering the animals.
9. Click on the Ident column and enter the animal ident, use the browse option if needed.
10. If the animal is located on the society database this will prefill its Name, DOB, Sex, Current
Owner and any default values you have setup previously. It will also prefill the current sire
and dam of that animal. If the current owner is not the person requesting the test, then
override the current owner with the member actually requesting the tests as they are the
ones who will be charged and receive the results report. If this member does not have a
work order open it will prompt you to open one.
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11.
12.
13.
14.

Tab across to fill in the Sample Type and then the Tests.
To move to the next row, use the arrow down key. If you get hung up on a field press escape.
Once all the animals, tests and sires/dams have been entered, click the Update button.
It will ask you whether you want to create another batch. If you say No it will allocate a Lab
Batch Number and leave you on the animals list screen

Sample types
Indicator Sample
Type

Description

H

Hair

A new hair sample supplied with request.
A new DNA case ID will be issued for this sample.

S

Semen

A new semen sample supplied with request.
A new DNA case ID will be issued for this sample.

B

Bone

A new bone sample supplied with request.
Anew DNA case ID will be issued for this sample.

T

Tissue

A new tissue sample supplied with request.
A new DNA case ID will be issued for this sample.

B

Blood

A new blood sample supplied with request.
A new DNA case ID will be issued for this sample.

G

TSU

A new Tissue Sampling Unit sample supplied with request.
A new DNA case ID will be issued for this sample.

D

Done

Indicates a test has already been done on this animal, so a sample already
exists at the lab and that sample should be used for this new request.
ILR2 will automatically look for the DNA case ID stored on file (linked to the
laboratory you are creating new requests for). If it does not find one, then you
will get an error to say you cannot use a DONE sample type.

U

Build

This indicates no sample exists and a profile for the animal must be built, i.e.
‘constructed up’, based on the animal’s progeny/parents. In this instance the
sample type is Build and the test type will be either a MIP or SNP as you want
to build this type of profile. Since there is no option to enter the progeny
required, this needs to be done in a special email to your laboratory contact.
The batch number from your test request will indicate for which animal the
profile is to be built. The result will be a DNA case ID from the lab which will
indicate the constructed profile, unless your society loads MIP profiles.

P

Profile

This indicates the need to send a MIP profile created by a different laboratory
to the laboratory this request is for. This was mainly used for MIPs if the
society stored its MIPs on file. However, since SNP data has become more
prominent, this sample type is becoming redundant, as we have no interface
to send SNPs created by one laboratory to another laboratory. This now needs
to be done via the labs themselves.
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Important Notes on Test 1
If the animal is having a ‘profile’ test, for example a MIP (microsatellite) profile or a SNP
(GGPHD,50K, SeekSire) profile, then this request should always be entered into the Test 1 column.
Then continue by entering PV and any genetic conditions in the next Test columns. This is required
because validation checks use this Test 1 value to determine if certain errors need to be generated.
If the animal is not having a MIP or SNP test then enter whatever test the animal is having starting at
Test 1, then Test 2 etc. Do NOT leave TEST 1 blank!
Tab across the row and enter up to 9 tests. If the animal is having a SNP + PV then enter the SNP test
in Test 1 and the PV in Test 2. Even though the lab combines these tests from a costing point of view,
they need to be requested separately. If no PV is being requested, then ensure to remove the Sires
and Dams that may have prefilled. Do this by tabbing across to the field and hit the space bar then
tab off.

Adding More Sires/Dams
You can enter up to 4 sires and 4 dams per row. If more are needed then enter the animal ident
again on the next line, enter PV into Test 1 and continue entering more sires and dams. You do not
need to re-enter any other genomic tests that you entered in the row above, as this row is just for
adding in more sires and dams, so PV in Test 1 is all that is required.
Some labs allow sending in a list of additional sires and dams to be tested for PV. Please note that
this does not pass those idents through the ILR2 checks. You will need to talk to your lab about
sending sire & dam lists if you wish to process lab requests this way.

Editing DNA Worksheets
You can come back to Edit, Delete or Add rows in the worksheet as required.
To find an existing worksheet, open the Lab Batch Worksheet screen and enter the year and month
(format YYMM) and hit <Enter>. This will list all the batches in the year/month. Select the batch you
want and it will open the Animal List tab.

You can Edit a submitted batch but you will have to resend it to the Lab for them to update their
records.

2.2 Creating Lab Requests using a CSV
Lab requests can be created via a csv import for animals that are recorded on your database.
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Obtain the 780 Template .xlsx for your society. This will contain instructions of what to enter in each
field. Once this Template has been supplied it is up to your society to maintain the Template as
changes occur.
See Template for further instructions.
The main thing to remember is the ‘Profile’ tests column (Column F) is for the main test for profiling
the animal. Then the other tests are entered in Test 1 through to Test 8. If an animal is to have both
a SNP and a MIP (both profiling tests) then enter the SNP code into the Profiling test (column F) and
the MIP code into Test 1 (column N).
1. ILR2 > Import Data Order
a. Click on the Add button
b. Choose Local as the File Location
c. Choose 780 – DNA Requests as the Format
d. Select the Filename
e. Select the processing (billing) member for the Member ID
f. Verify and Post the data as per normal for an import
2. Once the 780 data is posted, go to DNA > DNA Lab Request Worksheet
a. Find the most recently created lab requests by typing YYMM in the Search Criteria
b. The batch with a ‘ready’ status is the most recent one
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3 Sending Lab Requests to the Laboratory
Once your worksheet of requests is ready to send to the lab, run the batch job by filling in the lab
batch number.
1. Submit New Job > DNA > Send DNA Requests to Lab & Bill Member
2. Enter the Lab Batch No.
3. Click Update, which:
a. Creates a CSV file of DNA requests in the selected lab request batch and
automatically emails the file to the nominated DNA Lab.
b. Produces 3 reports:
i. A list of animals included and their requested tests.
ii. An acknowledgement letter emailed to the requesting member.
iii. A billing report detailing who and what was charged.
c. Opens a work order and the relevant charges applied. Turn Off the billing if you want
to do the billing manually or are resending the requests.
d. Changes the Lab Batch status from Ready to Submitted.

Example of File Sent to the Laboratory

Example of Billing Report
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Example of Acknowledgement Letter
Society Name
Society Mailing Address
State Postcode
T: 99 999 9999
F: 99 999 9999
E: xxxxx@xxxx.xxx.xx
W:www.xxxxx.com.au

Society Logo

Member ID
Member Name
Member Address
State Postcode

Example of Lab Report
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4 Loading DNA Results
Loading the DNA results is done via the Import File process. Results can also be added manually. All
Parent Verifications and Recessive Genetic conditions are loaded via the import format 781. All SNP
results are loaded via import format 775. All MVP results are loaded via import format 764.

4.1 Loading Results via 775, 781 and 764 Import Formats.
The lab can send back results via a ShareFile address which they will advise, or to the ABRI FTP
Repository Directory. We are encouraging the latter.

ABRI FTP Repository
If the data is sent to the ABRI FTP repository, then provided the file has the correct name, we
forward the file to your server for you. You will be sent a system notification including the file name
to load. It will look like this:

1. ILR2 > Import Data Order
2. Select Server as your File Location.
3. Choose the correct Format from the drop down menu:
a. All PV and Genetic Condition results are loaded via the ILR2 Imports format 781.
b. All SNP genomic data is loaded via the ILR2 Imports format 775.
4. Click on the Filename field and select your DNA results file.
5. Enter the Lab ID
6. Process like any other import

ShareFile
If the SNP data is sent to you via the ShareFile, you will need to download and save the SNP file to a
local drive somewhere, prior to starting the import. Genetic conditions, PV and other results usually
come as a CSV attached to an email. These will also have to be saved locally.
File names are generally like:
<soc_code>_<lab_id>_<import_format>_<batch_no>_yyyymmdd_hhmm_<data_type>_data .<ext>
E.g.

AUAA_AUNE_775_1708017_20170907_1107_SNP_DATA.zip
AUCH_AUNE_781_1708017_20171017_1309_DNA_DATA.csv
AUBB_AUZOET_764_1708017_20171017_1309_MVP_DATA.csv

NOTE: files with 775 in their name are loaded via the 775 import format and files with the 781 in
their name are loaded via the 781 import format, if ‘MVP’s’ are used by your society then they are
loaded via import format 764.
7. ILR2 > Import Data Order
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8. Select Local as your File Location.
9. Choose the correct Format from the drop down menu:
a. All PV and Genetic Condition results are loaded via the ILR2 Imports format 781.
b. All SNP genomic data is loaded via the ILR2 Imports format 775.
10. Click on the ellipses (…) to the right of Filename and navigate to your DNA results file.
11. Enter the Lab ID
12. Process like any other import

4.2 Loading a Result Manually
Sometimes you may get a paper report from a laboratory and wish to load the DNA result manually.
This often happens if a result comes from an overseas laboratory or a laboratory is not set up to
supply our standard data import file formats of 781(DNA results and PVs), 775 (SNPs) or 764(MVPs).
DNA Result records are entered firstly as a header Test record and then as Result records.
You can manually add in a result for SNP data as Test Record, however you cannot manually add in
all the SNP results. Full SNP results can only be added via the 775 import format.

Entering the Test Record
1.
1.
2.
3.

ILR2 > DNA > DNA Test Results
Find the animal
Click the Add button
Enter as much detail as possible
a. Enter the Test Date
b. Enter the lab Id
c. Enter Sample and Batch No. if known
d. Enter the DNA Case Id
e. Select the Request Type from the drop down e.g. GGP50K or MIP
f. Set the Request Status to Completed
g. Add in any comments if needed
h. Tick the flags to indicate DNA Profile, SV, DV, or PV as appropriate
4. Click on the Update button, then the Refresh button.
MIP entry example:

After the clicking Refresh:
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Entering the Result Record
Once you have created the Test Record you can now add the test results.
Note: This is not required for MIPs or SNPs. Since they are large, complicated results. Just the header
is enough to indicate the test has been done. To load the full SNP results this can only be done via a
775 import.
1. Select the Test Record created in the previous step. (The black arrow to the left should be on
the row you wish to select)
2. Click the Results tab. This will take you to the Results Screen
3. Click on the Add button
4. Enter in the result details
a. Entering a Genetic Condition Result:
i. Find the Gene Ident that describes the genetic condition.
ii. Select a Gene Test Result that describes the result values. If the result is a
Carrier, Non Carrier, or Affected. Use this field, otherwise leave it blank and
use the Display Result field.
iii. If you selected a Gene test Result the Display Result will pre-fill with default
wording. You can override this with your own wording if you like.
iv. Set the Publish Flag to Yes or No. This may be used by the web extract to
display the result on Internet Solutions.
b. Entering a Parent Verification Result:
i. Gene Ident enter/select PV.
ii. Display Result enter wording like “Sire ABC123 (sire dna_case_id) x Dam
ERS432 (dam DNA case id) Qualified”. The parent DNA case id in brackets is
optional.
iii. Sire Ident enter the sire ident (you can also lookup the ident here).
iv. Sire Result select Qualified or Excluded.
v. Dam Ident enter the dam ident.
vi. Dam Result select Qualified or Excluded
vii. Set the Publish Flag to Yes or No. This may be used by the web extract to
display the result on Internet Solutions.
c. Entering a List of Parent Exclusion Results: (example on next page)
i. the breeder may offer several parents for verification. If more than one Sire
or Dam have been excluded you can enter them as a string in the Display
Result field.
ii. Gene Ident enter/select PV.
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iii. In the Display Result field enter words ‘Excluded Sires:’ and then list all the
sire idents separated by a comma. Ensure there is no space between the end
of the ident and the comma. You can enter one space after the comma then
the next ident e.g. Excluded Sires: AAA123, AAA124, AAA125 then update.
iv. Create a second result for the Dams in the same way e.g. Excluded Dams:
BBB123, BBB124, BBB125.
v. Set the publish flag. Generally these results are not displayed publicly.
5. Click on the Update button, then the Refresh button.
a. Any mistakes can be edited following the update.
SNP entries after refresh:

Examples of Parent Verification Results:
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5 Viewing Requests and Results
Lab requests and corresponding results loaded can be viewed per animal. Also, a list of Lab Request
Batches can be view per animal, and per member.

5.1 Animal Enquiry
There is a tab on the Animal Enquiry screen called DNA Tests. This lists all the requested tests for an
animal and all the results loaded for that animal.

5.2 Member Enquiry
On the Member Enquiry screen there is a tab called DNA Lab Requests.

5.3 DNA Test Results
ILR2 > DNA > DNA Test Results
This screen has two sections: the ‘Tests’ tab where you select the tests and the ‘Results’ tab that
displays the results for the test selected. Select the test and click the Result tab to view the results.
You can also manually ADD/EDIT & DELETE (Deleting a DNA Result) results from this screen.
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6 DNA Result Reporting
DNA Result reports are automatically generated after the 781 and the 775 import results are posted
and the corresponding DNA Request batch is completed.
The DNA Result reports can also be run manually as required.
The Animal Genetic Results report is designed to report results back to the member.
The Lab Result reports are comprised of 4 reports generated after the 781 import results are posted
and are designed for office use.
The DNA Request for Information report is generated after the 775 import results are posted.
There is also a SNP result export process that will extract the SNP data for an animal (or list of
animals) and format the data as a Final Report zip file.

6.1 Reporting Post 781 Import Processing
Animal Genetic Results
The Animal Genetics Results report is automatically submitted once 781 Imports have been posted
ONLY if the Lab Request batch is completed. As all the results for the entire Lab requests are
retrieved and reported, this report will correspond to the DNA Requests Acknowledgement Letter
that was previously emailed to the member.
This report is intended for external use and will automatically be emailed to the member who
submitted the test request. It is also converted to a PDF and placed on the web in the member’s
Download Files area. A CSV of the results is also generated, but not dispatched. These dispatching
criteria can be changed to suit the society’s individual requirements.
This report can also be submitted manually any time. The run parameters can be by Animal Ident,
Member Ident, import ID, lab request batch ID or a date range. If import ID or request batch ID are
used then this will limit the results to the information in those processes. If Animal, member or date
range is used then all results meeting the selection criteria will be reported.
DNA Results Report Example 1:
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DNA Results Report Example 2:

Lab Result Reports
This is automatically submitted and contains four Import and Action Reports and is generated with
corresponding CSV’s. The reports are automatically set to Dispatch Holding.
These are intended for internal use only. They list animals that may need some action taken, e.g.
their parents updated or to update any pending animals, now the results are on file. A list of loaded
results is also generated.
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New Parentage Results *** EXTREMELY IMPORTANT REPORT ***
Animals will be listed in this report IF a PARENT DIFFERS from the parent recorded on file.
NOTE: You should investigate these animals and update the PARENTS manually.
The Parents are not updated automatically. This is because many things change when a parent is
changed, blood%, breed% registration qualification, grade calculations, etc, so by updating these
animals on the screen ensures they go through all the normal validations and calculations.
Example of New Parentage Report:

Laboratory DNA Test Results
Results listed for these animals have been loaded onto the Society database via the Import Id listed
in the heading. It will only report the results from this Import; it will not list any other results this
animal has. This report can be sent to breeders as an Interim Report.
Example of Imported Test Results Report:

Held Animals Updated
Animals will be printed on this report because they are currently on HOLD and some new DNA PV
results have been loaded AND the PVs are verified. This may be what the registration is waiting for.
The society needs to investigate these animals and update them now they have their new DNA PV
results loaded.
NOTE1: the parents of these animals will automatically be set based on the parent verification
results in the 781 process. This is done for HELD animals only because they still have to be updated
and be subjected to society validations prior to becoming a real registration.
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NOTE2: These animals may also be listed on the New Parentage Results report.
Example of Held Animals Report:

New Laboratory Animal Info
Animals will be printed on this report because data from the laboratory (DOB, Sex or Animal Name)
is different in some way from that with which the animal is recorded.
NOTE: If any one of the fields (DOB, Sex, or Animal Name) differs then it will report. You may use this
report to update the Society records manually.
Example of New Info Report
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6.2 Reporting Post 775 Import Processing
A Pending Progeny report based on DNA errors is automatically submitted once the 775 data is
posted.
This is the standard Pending Progeny report created at registration time, but only for DNA
validations. So if a calf is on HOLD because the sire/dam does not have DNA on file, then when the
sires DNA result comes in, this report will list the pending progeny that can now be processed.
Example of the Pending Progeny RFI report:
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Extract a SNP result as a Final Report format.
Many societies have the need to forward a set of SNP results to another society, country or lab.
The following will explain how to run a job to extract the SNP result of an animal into the final report
.zip file ready for you to forward.
The result file is in the standard Final Report format for loading into ILR2 via the 775 format, with the
required file name format: <society code>_ILR2_775_<chip/manifest/map key>_<date
stamp>_<time stamp>.zip. This is useful if the recipient of the results is also an ILR2 client. If the
recipient is an ILR2 client, the animal identifier in the results file must be on the society database as
an ident or alternate ident.
The laboratory will be set to ‘ILR2’, since this is an extract of data from ILR2.
You will need to ensure you have FTP or equivalent protocol set up to point to the $ILR2EXPORTS
directory, for you to transfer the result file to your PC.
1. ILR2 > Submit New Job > DNA > SNP Final Report Extract
2. Click on the Add button
3. There are two starting points for this process:
a. Enter one or more animal idents into the parameters at the time of submitting the
batch. Do this by entering a comma separated list of idents into the Animal Ident
field.
b. Load a CSV file import format 5152 with a list of animal idents to be extracted (see
Load an Excel CSV File). Do this by entering the import ID into the Import ID field.
4. If you want a list of specific results only then you can further filter the selection by ticking
the Test Type, otherwise leave it unticked, and the system will select the largest of SNP
result for each animal.
5. Click on the Update button.
6. When the job has completed:
a. ILR2 > View Jobs
b. Select the job
c. Click on the Details tab
7. Click the View Run Messages hyperlink to see a summary of what was extracted. The
extracted data will be placed in the $ILR2EXPORTS directory; this should already be setup in
your ftp or file transfer protocol, if it’s not then please contact support to get it set up.
8. The file name is listed on the Job Comments and in the View Run Message link, to help you
identify which files to select via ftp.
9. Copy the zip file(s) to store wherever you want them.
Note: The data will be split on manifest or map grouping (chip key) which means all the same tests
are grouped into a file. If you enter multiple idents, and one has a 50K on file and the other has a
SeekSire on file then you will have two result files. If both animals had the same 50K test then both
these results will be in the one zip file. The example below shows two result files one for chip_key
10003 and one for chip key 21.
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Load an Excel CSV File
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Add your list of idents into column A of an Excel Spreadsheet.
Make sure there is NO header row.
Save the file as a comma delimited CSV.
Load this file into the ILR2 Imports using import format 5152.
Process this import as per normal, the animal idents will be verified and the system will
ensure a SNP result can be extracted.
6. The system attempts to find the largest SNP result on file. The test type of the test found is
populated into the import data. View the data after the first verify. If more than one test is
available, the system will list these tests in the ‘Available Test Results Field’. If you want to
extract a different test, edit the data and change ‘DNA Test Type’ column to a test that is
listed in the ‘Available Test Result column, update and re-verify the import.
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7. Once the Import has been posted and at least one animal has validated, proceed to
submitting the batch where you enter the Import Id as the batch parameter, instead of the
individual animal idents.
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7 Society Responsibilities
Test request codes are agreed upon between the society and the laboratory. ABRI must be informed
of new codes or changes to these codes. This is because functions in ILR2 such as the ability to
request tests, bill the member and load results all hinge on these codes being accurate in the
system.
Please notify ABRI Support of the following to ensure your DNA Module functions correctly:
•
•
•
•
•

If a new DNA test ‘Request Code’ needs to be added. Include a brief explanation of what the
test is and the results you expect to receive from the lab.
If a new Item Code is setup for DNA tests that needs to be programmed into the billing
program.
If a lab offers or changes their DNA test bundling makeup.
If the lab you want to use does not exist in the List of known Laboratories.
Maintain and distribute the 780 Import Template.
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8 Appendix (Processing Hints)
8.1 Transferring of DNA Results to another animal
Sometimes you might be told by a breeder or laboratory the DNA result belongs to a different
animal. One WOULD hope this is a very infrequent issue. There is an option to Transfer the Results.
1. ILR2 > DNA > DNA Test Results
2. Find the animal that has the result you want to transfer.
3. Highlight the result you want to transfer. The row should have a black arrow to the left.
a. If you want to move more than one result, you must do them one at a time.
4. Click on the Transfer button at the bottom right of the Tests screen.

5. Click on the Yes button to confirm that want to transfer the result.
6. An Animal Search… box will appear and you need to find the animal you want to transfer the
results to.
7. Once you have found the animal, hit <ENTER> on your keyboard. The animal details will
appear in the results grid, then double click the correct animal ident displaying in the results
grid to select it.
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8. Click on the Yes button to confirm for a second time that want to transfer the result.
9. You will then be asked if you want to transfer the DNA/SNP case Numbers.
a. CAUTION: The system will do its best to determine if it is transferring a DNA related
result or a SNP related result and will transfer the case id’s where applicable.

b. If you say Yes it will remove the Case ID on the FROM animals BUT it will only update
the TO animal if the field on the TO animal is blank. If there is a value in the case id
field it will NOT be overwritten.
10. The system cannot do both sides of the DNA case id updates if you are swapping results
between animals.
a. E.g. Animal A has a case id of 111111 and animal B have a case id of 222222. You
select animal A and transfer the result to animal B and say yes to update the case
IDs. The result is moved, and the case ID of 111111 is deleted from animal A but it
cannot update the DNA case ID on animal B as 222222 already resided in the case ID
field. The new number 111111 does however reside with the result on the DNA Test
Results screen.
You then move result 222222 from animal B to animal A, the result is transferred,
222222 is deleted from animal B and it is now updated to the case id field on animal
A as animal A now has a black field to update.
So you are now left with having everything correct on Animal A and a blank case ID
on animal B. You will need to manually correct animal B’s case id as you see fit.
b. This is only an issue when you are swapping results between two animals. If you just
transfer a result to another animal, it will leave the FROM animal in the correct
state, it will only update the DNA case ID field on the TO animals if the field is blank.
Hence it will not overwrite this field.
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8.2 Deleting a DNA Result
When a DNA result is loaded to ILR2, there are two layers to the information:
ILR2 > DNA > Genetic Test Results
1. The test type is loaded into the Tests tab.
2. The result is loaded to the Results tab that is related to the test type (select the test type in
theTests tab then click on the Results tab).
To delete a result you need to delete both layers of information. If it is an incorrect result then
delete both the Result and the Test, so you can reload the correct result. Deletion must be done in
the correct order; you need to delete all the results before you can delete the test.
1. ILR2 > DNA > Genetic Test Results
2. Highlight the row of the Test you want to delete. Make sure there is a black arrow to the left
of the row.
3. Click on the Results tab.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Select the result you wish to remove.
Click on the Delete button.
Click on the Yes button to delete the result.
Continue doing this for all the results you wish to delete.
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8. Once the results have been deleted, return to the Test tab, highlight the test, and click the
Delete button, answer Yes to the question to delete the test.

9. Refresh the screen to see that the data has been removed.
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8.3 Building a 781 Result File Manually
Sometimes a result may not be in an import format form. Therefore, you need to load the DNA
result manually. It is best to enter the results in a 781 formatted CSV and load via the Imports screen
using the 781 format. This ensures the results get loaded in a consistent manner.
If you have a template, then use that otherwise just follow the columns listed below.
•

Ensure the first row is a header row, as the system will drop the first row on import.

•

Enter one result per row, only enter the columns that are relevant to that result. Many
columns may be blank, but the column must exist.

•

Save the file as a .CSV using the file naming conventions below.

781 File Layout
Column

Data

Description

A

DNA Case ID

A unique identifier allocated to an animal and its sample material
by DNA Lab.

B

Anim ident

The society allocated Animal-ID exactly as recorded on the society
database.

C

Test type/ request
type

A Code identifying the test, e.g. MIP or PV or POLL or COAT etc.

D

Test result

Result of the test type.
For Genetic Conditions the result is: N = non carrier; C = carrier; A =
affected; NR = no result obtained; RECOLLECT.
For PV, SEEKSIRE or MIP the result is: COMPLETE, FAILED,
RECOLLECT, NO RESULT or NR. The PV details are then entered in
the relevant parentage fields.
For COAT the Result is a string of letters, both upper and lowercase
e.g. ED/e.
For HORN/POLL test result is a string of HP, PP or HH.
MIP horn tests have a percentage e.g. HP 98% . .
SNP horn tests have a small letter after the P e.g. HPc, PfPc.
For TEND there is a number 1 to 10.

E

sire_case_q

the dna_case_id of the qualifying sire.

F

sire_ident_q

the animal ident of the qualifying sire.

G

dam_case_q

the dna_case_id of the qualifying dam.

H

dam_ident_q

the animal ident of the qualifying dam.

I

mating_q

A single character of Q or E Or the word ‘Qualified’ or ‘Excluded’. If
only one parent is entered in the columns E or H then this column
is left blank, as you do not have a mating result. Just a single
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qualifying parent.
J

sires_excluded

A comma separated list of sire idents that were tested and found
to be excluded.

K

dams_excluded

A comma separated list of dam idents that were tested and found
to be excluded.

L

birthdate
dd/mm/yyyy

The birth date of the animal identified in column B. This can be
used to identify the correct animal if duplicate idents are found.

M

sex as F/M/S

This can be used to identify the correct animal if duplicate idents
are found.

N

anim_name

As shown on the society database. This can be used to identify the
correct animal if duplicate idents are found.

O

member_ident

The current owner of the animal.

P

barcode

This is may be the TSU number or the animals NLIS number.

Q

comments

Any laboratory special notes, e.g. further testing required.

R

lab_batch_number The ILR2 batch number as provided in the request.

S

lab_batch_sample
no

The sample number within the batch as provided in the request.

T

lab_batch_request
key

request key as provided in the request

U

lab id

The ILR2 laboratory Identifier.

Example File Layout

File Naming Convention
<SOC_CODE>_<DNA_LAB_ID>_781 _<BATCH_NO>_yyyymmdd_hhmm_DNA_DATA.CSV
Where: <SOC_CODE> is the ABRI assigned Society Code
<DNA_LAB_ID> is the DNA Lab Identifier #
<BATCH_NO> is the lab requests batch number. If no request has come from the society
then enter 7 zeros.
<yyyymmdd> the date stamp
<hhmm> the time stamp (24 hr format).
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List of known Laboratories with ABRI
# (http://breedplan.une.edu.au/booklets/DNA%20Genetic%20Labs%20Codes.pdf)
Example: filename for batch 1903022 from Laboratory Unistel created at 13:12:01 on the 9 th April
2018 for animals in the South African Brahman Association:
SABB_SAUNIS_781_1903022_20190409_1312_DNA_DATA.CSV
If there is no lab request for these results then the file name should be
SABB_SAUNIS_781_0000000_20190409_1312_DNA_DATA.CSV
Create your empty spread sheet and save as a CSV first. Enter the results throughout the
days/weeks, as they come in then when your ready load into ILR2 via the imports using format 781.
Quickly review a few results via animal enquires to ensure they are displaying correctly in ILR2.
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8.4 Finding a List of Known Laboratory Codes in ILR2
1. ILR2 > System Configuration > Other People
2. In the Other People screen select Person Type in the search Criteria then select DNA
Laboratory from the drop down then click Search

3. A list of known Laboratory codes will appear in the left-hand side Grid of the screen

4. Scroll through this Grid to find and make a note of your laboratory code found in the Person
ID Column.
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